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All Stars Protein Bar super Soft & fluffy 12 x 50g  
 

The new Protein Bar - super soft & fluffy
provides you with 11 g of protein per 50 g
bar, in a combination of whole milk powder
and milk protein, and around 6 g of fiber.

 CHF 36.00  
      

      

QUICKFACTS

With milk chocolate coating
With 11 g protein per 50 g bar
LITTLE SUGAR - each 50 g bar contains approx. 2 g sugar from the ingredients, no additional
sugar has been added

BASICS

without aspartame

WHEN TO TAKE

Ideal in everyday life or on the go, as an alternative for a sweet craving or as an additional source
of protein during training.

WHAT IS THIS PRODUCT FOR?

Protein bars are ideal for providing protein between meals or on the go and are a high-quality alternative
to "snacking" on chocolate or other sweets. ALL STARS bars are available in many different sizes. All
bars are made from high-quality protein sources. The protein content is between 28% and 50%,
depending on the type of bar.

DESCRIPTION
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The new Protein Bar - super soft & fluffy provides you with 11 g of protein per 50 g bar, in a combination
of whole milk powder and milk protein, and around 6 g of fiber. Sweetened with maltitol, a sugar
substitute, no other sugar has been added. Around 2 g is naturally contained in the ingredients. With
less than 200kcal, the bar is significantly lower in calories than a classic chocolate bar from the
supermarket shelf, but the milk chocolate coating and pleasant consistency make it not only a real visual
alternative, but also a clear nutritional advantage. Ideal in everyday life or on the go as a small source of
protein, as an alternative to a sweet snack or as an additional source of protein during training.

Packaging unit: 12 bars of 50g each

Flavor: Banana Toffee, Peanut Caramel
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